OpRisk Analytics is a North America-based boutique firm
specializing in operational risk management consulting, data
and software, with significant experience in addressing the
full range of operational risk measurement and management
issues. Founded in March 2001, OpRisk Analytics provides
expert advice, advanced software tools, methodology,
modeling techniques and the most comprehensive and
accurate database of publicly reported operational losses.

OpRisk Analytics consultants are experts in the following areas:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Designing the Overall Operational Risk Management Framework
Establishing Processes for Internal Data Collection
Addressing Definition and Categorization Issues
Understanding External Data Uses and Misuses
Conducting Risk Assessments
Designing Control Assessment Scorecards
Building Advanced VaR Models
Designing Management Reports
Assisting in Technology and Implementation Issues
Integrating Loss Data, Indicators, Control Assessments and VaR into a
Dynamic Operational Risk Economic Capital Allocation Program

Oliver, Wyman & Company and OpRisk Analytics have formed a working relationship to
jointly provide clients with leading-edge operational risk measurement and management
services. Oliver Wyman & Company is the leading strategy consulting firm dedicated
exclusively to the financial services industry. The firm was founded in 1984 and now
employs close to 350 professionals, working out of offices in New York, London, Frankfurt,
Madrid, Milan, Paris, Singapore and Toronto.
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OpRisk Monitor is a browser-independent, web-based
application designed to automate the processes for
managing all internal operational risk information through a
user-friendly process, within a single system. The tool facilitates
the entry, collection, transfer, storage, analysis, tracking and
reporting of operational loss events, key risk/performance/scale

Experience

Innovative Products

The persons who comprise OpRisk Analytics are among the

We offer the industry’s most advanced suite of products for

most experienced operational risk professionals in the world.

operational risk measurement and management. This

During the past four years, we have implemented numerous

comprehensive tool set encompasses both the qualitative and

operational risk measurement and management projects in

quantitative aspects of operational risk. Key components include

Europe, Australia and North America. Our clients are among

the industry’s only integrated tools for implementing loss event

the world’s leading institutions in operational risk

and indicator data collection as well as conducting risk

measurement and management.

assessment and control assessment scoring, the most

indicators, risk assessment results and control assessment scores
drawn from multiple locations across an organization. The tool
uses IBM’s WebSphere as an application server with DB2 as the
backend data store with a provision for integration with Oracle,
Sybase and MSSQL servers. The architecture is based on JSP
and Java Beans in the presentation layer and Entity Beans and
Session Beans in the application layer. OpRisk Monitor has been
developed in collaboration with IBM.

sophisticated, yet user-friendly analytic VaR model and the

Figure 2: Control Assessment Scorecard Screen

events, indicators and control-assessment scores, with
automatic e-mail notification of breaches provided to
pre-specified user groups
❖ Allows for tracking of all follow-up actions for “triggered”

largest and most accurate commercially available external public

loss events, risk indicators and self-assessment scores through all

loss database. These tools are intended to meet the highest

We have an unparalleled understanding of the issues relevant to

stages of the review process from initial entry to closure

standards of the industry’s most demanding users and are

measuring, monitoring, managing and mitigating operational

❖ Includes full audit-tracking capability enabling the user to

designed to help organizations measure and manage operational

risk. In addition, we believe we are the only consulting firm

view all previously entered data, along with the dates and

risk in conformity with industry best practices and the BIS

that takes a truly integrated approach to operational risk

reason for changes

Advanced Measurement Approach [AMA]. Both tools were

measurement. We follow a process that weaves together internal

❖ Includes capability for automatic re-mapping of data when

developed in collaboration with IBM.

changes are made in business line structures and risk

Knowledge

and external loss event data, key performance/risk/scale

categorization hierarchies

indicators, control assessment scores, insurance, VaR calculation
and economic capital in a logical, intuitive and defensible
manner, providing for both maximum business line buy-in and
optimal managerial decision-making.

“By combining OpRisk Analytics’
leading-edge operational risk measurement
capability with our preeminent expertise in
risk and financial management to top global
financial institutions, we are able to offer the
most advanced risk measurement services in
every major risk discipline.”
-Tom Wilson
Head of Global Finance and Risk, Oliver Wyman & Company

❖ Includes leading-edge application security features

“[The] AMA attempts to provide a
balance between flexibility and structure
for the industry to develop operational risk
quantification techniques.”

Figure 1: Loss Event Input Screen

-Stefan Walter
Vice President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York

❖ Includes an advanced capability to normalize (scale) indicator
data to the current size of the business

Key Features & Functionality
❖ Provides for continuous monitoring and oversight of all
relevant operational risk information with comprehensive and
integrated reporting

Ongoing Research & Development

❖ Provides for customized views (reports) of all data based on

We are continuously improving our understanding of

virtually any combination of data criteria, for example, by

operational risk measurement and management issues. All new

business line, product, risk category, time-frame and

innovations are periodically incorporated into our product tool

geographical location, etc

set. Our goal is to ensure that our clients always have access to

❖ Allows for the establishment of escalation triggers for loss

the industry’s most advanced methodology and tools.
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Figure 3: Risk Indicators View Screen

OpRisk Global Data is the world’s largest, most comprehensive

(revenues, assets, net income, number of employees and

OpRisk VaR is an application designed to provide the ability to

and most accurate repository of information on publicly

shareholder equity) for majority of events

splice, dice, drill-down, adjust, trend and plot operational loss

reported operational losses in excess of one million US dollars. It

data to enable a sophisticated user to efficiently assess the

contains events across all industries from countries around the

quality of that data and subsequently to model operational VaR,

world. The database provides a comprehensive source of reliable

following a fully transparent, intuitive and sequential process.

information on large operational losses to professionals in all

This product is a desktop application, written in Java, with

commercial fields, regulatory bodies and research organizations

Swing components accessing a remote Oracle database. The

to improve their understanding of and to facilitate the

layered architecture also provides for integration with DB2,

measurement and management of operational risk.

Sybase and MSSQL servers. OpRisk VaR has been developed in
collaboration with IBM.

Figure 5: Severity Fitting Screen

Key Features & Functionality:

Key Features & Functionality

❖ Categorizes loss events in accordance with BIS Event and

❖ Staffed by the industry’s largest team of seasoned operational

❖ Assigns losses that have taken place in financial services

address size, control and reporting biases inherent in external

risk research analysts, editors and managers (currently

firms to generic business and sub-business lines also in

public and consortium data

numbering twelve full-time personnel)

conformity with BIS standards

❖ Includes advanced capability to normalize (scale) loss

❖ Draws on the resources of several leading commercial online

❖ Segregates loss data into six distinct data sets,

frequency and severity data to the current size of a business

information providers, accessing over 6,000 publications

distinguishing between final operational loss events and soft

❖ Supports multiple forms of mathematical and graphical

❖ Adheres to strict data quality standards with three levels of

losses (preliminary losses, estimates) in order to facilitate more

analysis through a user-friendly process

review to ensure accuracy and completeness

accurate modeling

❖ Supports multiple data feeds (internal, external and

❖ Contains up to fifty highly relevant fields of descriptive

❖ Details audit tracking for all events

consortium) and alternative categorization structures

information for each loss event

❖ Identifies and groups all related loss events

❖ Facilitates cost benefit analysis of alternative risk mitigation

❖ Provides five types of company fundamental data for scaling

❖ Updates are provided on a quarterly basis

and transfer (insurance) strategies
❖ Supports integration with risk indicators/control assessment
scorecard results for dynamic modeling of operational risk

bottom-up basis, following a process consistent with the BIS

economic capital

Advanced Measurement Approach

❖ Produces a series of pre-specified reports in

❖ Supports modeling under different assumptions and scenarios

standardized Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format.

with full audit tracking and reporting of all assumptions
❖ Includes advanced MLE and MDE distribution-fitting
techniques designed to work with a number of parametric
families, such as Poisson, Binomial and Negative Binomial for
frequency and Lognormal, Weibull, Generalized Pareto (Extreme
Value Distributions) and mixture distributions for severity. These
techniques allow for fitting of data drawn from distributions
subject to different truncation levels
❖ Includes advanced VaR calculators with the ability to
calculate aggregate loss distributions using different numerical
method and Fast Fourier transformation

Head of Operational Risk, Bayerische Landesbank

derived formulae for combining internal and external data to

❖ Supports the calculation of operational risk VaR, on a

methods including Monte Carlo simulation, Panjer’s recursive

-Dr. Christian Stögbauer

Effect classification standards

❖ Includes the industry’s most advanced mathematically

Figure 4: Data Criteria Screen

“Bayerische Landesbank has evaluated
several databases. As a bank aiming at an
AMA we found that OpRisk Global Data
best meets our demands.”

Figure 6: Severity Fitting Plot Screen
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OpRisk Analytics, LLC
52 Blackberry Drive
Stamford, CT 06903
Tel: +1.203.613.6412
Fax: +1.203.322.8364
www.opriskanalytics.com
For additional information please contact:
Helen Lee
Tel: +1.917.548.9198
helen.lee@opriskanalytics.com
www.opriskanalytics.com
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